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Chadwick's Wedding
Dear Isaiah,Eight months ago, you were just a soldier
about to be deployed and I was just a waitress,
sneaking you a free pancake and hoping you wouldn't
notice that my gaze was lingering a little too long. But
you did notice. We spent one life-changing week
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together before you left, and we said goodbye on day
eight, exchanging addresses at the last minute.I
saved every letter you wrote me, your words quickly
becoming my religion. But you went radio silent on
me months ago, and then you had the audacity to
walk into my diner yesterday and act like you'd never
seen me in your life. To think I almost loved you and
your beautifully complicated soul. Almost.Whatever
your reason is-I hope it's a good one. Maritza the
WaitressPS - I hate you, and this time I mean it.

Manual of Clinical Anesthesiology
Kate has always had a crush on Dominic, the
handsome owner of the club where her band plays.
When she finds out one night that he is a vampire,
her interest only grows, and when he sniffs out her
need for spanking and brings her deepest fantasies to
reality, she falls head over heels. The trouble is, Dom
is allergic to relationships, or so it seems. Dom loves
knowing how to turn Kate on and taking her in hand
comes naturally to him. But he believes he likes Kate
much more than is good for either of them. In his
mind, he can never be the man she needs, and the
best thing he can do for her is to stay far away. But
when a powerful vampire targets Dom, Kate gets
tangled in the dangerous web and Dom finds himself
prepared to sacrifice his own life to save hers. Can he
get her back alive? If so, will they find a way to be
together? This book contains some sexual scenes
along with consensual spankings.

Little Girls Bible Storybook for Mothers
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and Daughters
Classic humour strips from the creator of Tintin,
Herge. Laugh along with the hilarious adventures of
two street urchins, Quick and Flupke, as they get into
all kinds of scrapes. A must for fans and collectors of
Tintin. Under Full Sail: A bizarre camping trip, Flupke's
career as an artist and a very good book feature in
this volume. More tongue in cheek than The
Adventures of Tintin, but still with the same
distinctive artwork style that has helped his classic
children's characters sell over 230 million copies
worldwide. Two of The Adventures of Tintin were
adapted for the silver screen by Steven Spielberg and
Peter Jackson in 2011.

Not Without Risk
Retail supply chain consists of multiple segments
from sales to distribution to finance. Retail
manufacturers rely on a complicated web of suppliers.
Customer demand and market competition today
requires extreme efficiency from end to end. This
book offers the retail supply chain executive with the
tools needed for full strategic advantage. The new
edition gives special attention to recent challenges,
such as vast technological change, higher levels of
customer personalization, and more global supply
chains.

Mated Prime
Illness tends to be viewed in a negative light as
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something to be avoided at all costs. Yet most of us
become ill at some point and many will suffer
prolonged periods of failing health. In this insightful
and entertaining book, Ian invites us to accompany
him through one such experience and to discover
how, despite its debilitating effects, illness can yield a
deeper appreciation of living as well as of those who
share our journeys. Here is an honest, amusing and,
at times, profound account, full of wisdom, humanity
and faith.

My Chumba Wumba
Chadwick, a lovable crustacean, is getting married,
and all his friends prepare for the big event

Desires, Known
When a Paleontologist and a Dinosaur Bone Pirate Join
Forces, Only the Future Can Tell What They'll Dig Up
in Discover Time for Love, A Time Travel Romance
from Louise Clark --Montana Badlands, 2020-Professional paleontologist, Liz Hamilton, is seeking
the academic find of a lifetime and separation from
her family's strange secret. What she's not seeking is
a car wreck and being rescued by a dino-bone pirate.
Mike Edwards makes money finding dino-bones and
selling them to the highest bidder. When a torrential
rainstorm hits the Montana prairie he rescues the
attractive Liz Hamilton and the two weather the storm
in his truck. The next morning, the unlikely duo
discover the remains of a rare creature in a washout.
The creature straddles the border between private
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and federal land, requiring them both to work
together on the discovery despite Liz's contempt for
Mike's motives. A journey to the future convinces Liz
the find is significant for her career. What she doesn’t
know is how to handle Mike's profiteering or the
emotional bond and deepening attraction between
them. After Mike and Liz's Story, Enjoy Claim Time for
Love, A Time Travel Romance Based on Make Time for
Love, Book 1 in the Forward in Time Series --Boston,
1772 and Present Day, New York City-- Andrew Byrne,
a prosperous colonial with rebellious inclinations, is
determined to marry the beautiful Mary Elizabeth
Strand, the daughter of George Strand, a British
official in Boston. The problem is George Strand has
promised his daughter to Colonel Bradley, a British
officer. When Andrew and Mary Elizabeth decide to
elope, their secret passage to New York City leaks to
Colonel Bradley who sets pursuit. Now, only a leap in
time can save the lovers and take them to a destiny
truly their own. The Forward In Time Series: Make
Time for Love Discover Time for Love w/Claim Time
for Love A Turbulent Time for Love About Louise
Clark: Louise Clark’s time travel romance series,
Forward in Time, includes both contemporary and
historical settings, as well as humor, passion, and hot
heroes. Her experience writing both contemporary
and historical romance made writing a time travel
series a natural. As well, her love of travel meant the
books are set in different locals, from historic Boston
to the badlands of the American West, and beyond.

Too Many Tsunamis
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Missing Mabel
This portable manual provides a highly visual, rapidreference resource that presents anesthesia in a
practical and clinically-focused manner. Manual of
Clinical Anesthesiology guides anesthesiologists in
rapid and focused clinical decision making with its
practical, clinically-focused chapters on anesthesia
management. This highly formatted manual includes
chapter summaries to highlight key points discussed
within each chapter, color-coded sections to quickly
identify information, and icons calling out pearls and
pitfalls. Chapters are short and easy to read. The book
includes four atlases for rapid reference: Atlas of
Transesophageal Echocardiography, Atlas of Regional
Anesthesia, Atlas of Anesthesia Procedures, and Crisis
Management Cognitive Aids. There is also a Drug
Dosing pull-out card for rapid reference. A section
covering Anesthesia Phrases in Foreign Languages
will enhance communication with non-English
speaking patients in situations where an interpreter
may not be available.

Discover Time For Love (Forward in
Time, Book Two)
A personal encounter with Jesus in His full humanity.
Only by experiencing a close, personal encounter with
Jesus in his full humanity just as his first disciples did
can we develop a true and salvific belief in the Christ
of Faith. Cardinal Giacomo Biffi gives us an intimate
portrait of Jesus so we can encounter Him in His full
humanity just as his first disciples did and develop a
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true and salvific belief in the Christ of Faith.

Holiday Mountain Conspiracy
Don’t miss this fan favorite tale of romantic suspense
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts. When the handsome Adam Haines shows up
at Kirby Fairchild’s ancestral home looking for a quiet
place to paint, she’s more than skeptical. Yet as days
and nights wear on, the attraction she feels for him
builds, whether she wants it to or not. But when Adam
begins to act suspiciously, Kirby must uncover his real
purpose at her father’s home…before it’s too late.
Originally published in 1986.

Strange Music
Under Full Sail
Groovy Joe was living the dream.He had a spoon and
tub of doggy ice cream.And he started to sing: Love
my doggy ice cream! Love my doggy ice cream!Eric
Litwin, author of the bestselling and beloved Pete the
Cat: I Love My White Shoes, and bestselling artist Tom
Lichtenheld, illustrator of Goodnight, Goodnight
Construction Site, have created a captivating new
canine character who will groove his way into readers'
hearts and have them grooving and giggling all the
while. In his debut adventure, Groovy Joe faces three
roaring dinosaurs hungry for his doggy ice cream! Oh
no! But Joe knows just what to do and soon enough he
has them all sharing while moving and singing along.
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Signature rhyme, repetition, and musical writing style,
combined with wild and witty illustrations come
together to create an unforgettable new character
who embodies positivity, creativity, and kindness.
Groovy Joe is here, ready to get groovy!

Queen Sacrifice
The latest in the Home Front Detective series by
master of historical fiction, Edward Marston.In June
1916, a young woman is found dead in a cinema.
Harvey Marmion and Joe Keedy are assigned the task
of finding the killer who fled in the dark. Before long,
two more victims, of striking similarity but differing
backgrounds, are found dead around the city.
Meanwhile, miles from home, Marmion's son, Paul,
prepares for life on the front line as he marches
towards the Battle of the Somme.

Raven's Strike
QUEEN SACRIFICE (Historical Fiction) - The ULTIMATE
chess novel? In ancient Wales, two kings battle for
their lives. In a land where battles can last decades,
trouble is brewing and the stakes are high. The queen
of the northern tribes has a new son and the king of
the south has young Saxon bride.At the heart of the
conflict are the bishops, who are torn between their
faith and their duty. Powerful knights and warlords
see the opportunity to grow rich but know there the
loser will pay a heavy price. This is a tale of love and
sacrifice, soldiers and spies, heroes and assassins,
who meet in the war to end all wars. * * * * * * * * * * *
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* * * The narrative faithfully also follows EVERY move
in the queen sacrifice game, known as "The Game of
the Century" between Donald Byrne and 13-year-old
Bobby Fischer in New York City on October 17th,
1956."Set this chessboard and its pieces before your
most learned men, to see if their intellects can fathom
this subtle game." (Challenge from an Indian
King)Queen Sacrifice from Tony Riches continues the
epic fantasy tradition of George R R Martin.

Groovy Joe: Ice Cream & Dinosaurs
(Groovy Joe #1)
Mr. Either/Or is an account of an undercover agent
saving New York City and the world.

How to Make the Right Decisions
The powerful memoir of a young doctor and former
college athlete diagnosed with a rare disease who
spearheaded the search for a cure—and became a
champion for a new approach to medical research.
“An extraordinary memoir . . . It belongs with Atul
Gawande’s writings and When Breath Becomes
Air.”—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author
of Originals David Fajgenbaum was a former
Georgetown quarterback nicknamed the Beast in
medical school, where he was also known for his
unmatched mental stamina. But things changed
dramatically when he began suffering from
inexplicable fatigue. In a matter of weeks, his organs
were failing and he was read his last rites. Doctors
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were baffled by his condition, which they had yet to
even diagnose. Floating in and out of consciousness,
Fajgenbaum prayed for the equivalent of a game day
overtime: a second chance. Miraculously, Fajgenbaum
survived—only to endure repeated near-death
relapses from what would eventually be identified as
a form of Castleman disease, an extremely deadly
and rare condition that acts like a cross between
cancer and an autoimmune disorder. When he
relapsed while on the only drug in development and
realized that the medical community was unlikely to
make progress in time to save his life, Fajgenbaum
turned his desperate hope for a cure into concrete
action: Between hospitalizations he studied his own
charts and tested his own blood samples, looking for
clues that could unlock a new treatment. With the
help of family, friends, and mentors, he also reached
out to other Castleman disease patients and
physicians, and eventually came up with an ambitious
plan to crowdsource the most promising research
questions and recruit world-class researchers to
tackle them. Instead of waiting for the scientific stars
to align, he would attempt to align them himself. More
than five years later and now married to his college
sweetheart, Fajgenbaum has seen his hard work pay
off: A treatment that he identified has induced a
tentative remission and his novel approach to
collaborative scientific inquiry has become a blueprint
for advancing rare disease research. His incredible
story demonstrates the potency of hope, and what
can happen when the forces of determination, love,
family, faith, and serendipity collide. “A page-turning
chronicle of living, nearly dying, and discovering what
it really means to be invincible in hope.”—Angela
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Duckworth, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Grit

The Art of Deception
Chumba Wumba is our family cat. She loves to eat all
day long and has become so fat she can barely do
anything else but get up to get more food. She loves
to lick the gravy off her food, turn around, and beg for
more.

Runaway Heart
Employing biblical examples to ensure that decisions
meet Christian and ethical standards, this
inspirational guide outlines a seven-step plan for
making decisions

The Ape Inside Me
Feisty Leola Foster has been kidnapped! Her captor is
gorgeous, but arrogant, and she refuses to obey his
superior commands. Who does he think he
is—royalty? Leola then learns that the stranger is
Prince Nico Magnati! In return for his protection she
must act as his mistress until the danger has passed.
Soon their charade explodes into real physical
attraction. Now Leola is Nico's willing prisoner—at the
prince's every demand!

The Mediterranean Prince's Captive
Virgin
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Unraveling secrets is their mission… But the truth can
be fatal. After his last CIA assignment ended in
betrayal, the covert operative known only as Ned
holes up for Christmas in his remote mountain cabin,
preparing to trap the men hunting him. But journalist
Mary Grace Ramsey reaches Ned first, injured and
determined to uncover why someone is after her and
her CIA agent brother. Together, can they unravel a
conspiracy that goes higher than they ever imagined?

A Respectable Actress
The principal function of this forms manual is to
illustrate the exceptional importance of specific
language to all contract-based transactions.
Unintended ambiguities or carelessness in wording
may result in the loss of properties worth millions of
dollars. Additionally, differences in state law, regional
custom, the identity and interests of the client, and
the peculiarities of the specific transaction require a
lawyer to choose carefully which form to use as the
basis of the transaction. For this reason, there are
often included several forms for the same transaction.

The Man Christ Jesus
Guide your little girl to become the woman God wants
her to be with these delightful illustrated stories told
from the perspective of Bible women. Ages 4-7.

Forms Manual to Accompany Cases and
Materials on Oil and Gas Law
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A 15-year-old attempts to bring his fierce temper
under control.

The Cradle Snatcher
Life’s a drag, and nobody knows that better than Bert.
Bert wants to write. He also wants to kill himself. He
has composed a brilliant suicide note, but so far his
attempt at a brilliant suicide is as devoid of success
as his writing career. Not wanting to die wondering if
his mother will fully comprehend his note, Bert sets
out to explain himself – in a footnote. A footnote that
keeps growing and growing like a monster wave. Bert
carries on living, for now, recounting his string of
doomed relationships, and bemoaning his dead-end
job in a printing shop, and the fact that he’s 34 and
still living with his mother. But into the shop walks the
mysterious Lelani Balt – Lightning Bolt – and sparks
begin to fly. Bert might finally have something to
write about.

Good Groom Hunting
"End of the line!" The stagecoach driver's shout sent a
chill down Holly Lambeth's spine. What an ominous
sound! Was Riverbend, Oregon, to be the end of the
line for her? She had come West to escape the
swirling gossip about her broken engagement. She
had come to escape the humiliation of being jilted.
She came here to find a welcome new life, but her
cousin's chilly reception tells her she has made a
terrible mistake. Here in Riverbend, 2,000 miles from
Kentucky, in a town barely more than a mining camp,
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Holly faces the fact that she is unwanted and
unwelcome. Knowing this unhappy truth, Holly
reaches another conclusion. Only she can change her
situation. Both the sophisticated editor of the local
newspaper, as well as the town's dedicated doctor,
are attracted to the pretty newcomer. But Holly has
more than romance on her mind. An unforeseen
opportunity presents a challenge that brings Holly to
a decision that will not only change her, but alter her
own vision of her future.

Deathless Love
An accountant. A genie. And murder.

Limb Land
Unlikely duo Pip and Flinx return to right another
wrong in this all-new sci-fi adventure from one of the
genre’s living legends. Fans of fun, fast-paced,
imaginative science fiction adventure, rejoice! #1
New York Times bestselling author Alan Dean Foster
returns to his much-loved Commonwealth series with
a new novel starring the indefatigable Flinx and his
venomous minidrag, Pip. Facing danger and doing
good is their business . . . provided the price is right.
The unexpected return of an old friend draws Flinx
and Pip to the backward planet of Largess, whose seallike denizens’ primitive technology and fractious clan
politics have kept a wary Commonwealth from a
profitable trade relationship. But now a rogue human
employing forbidden advanced weaponry threatens to
ignite a war among the Larians. And Flinx is just the
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man to stop it before it starts. But once on Largess,
Flinx discovers that his empathic abilities—usually his
greatest asset—are rendered useless by the natives’
unique language, which is sung rather than spoken.
Worse, the abduction of a powerful chieftain’s
daughter has raised tensions to the boiling point. Now
Flinx must depend on his own mettle—and of course
Pip, the devoted minidrag with the deadly edge—to
right wrongs, mend fences, and battle a cold-blooded
adversary armed with enough firepower to blow them
all away . . . and destroy the chance for peace in
Largess forever. Advance praise for Strange Music
“Adventure-loving readers new to the series, as well
as old fans, will enjoy [Alan Dean] Foster’s return to
Commonwealth space.”—Publishers Weekly

Four Steps to Pure Iman
On the trail of fortune . . . Adventurous Josephine Hale
is determined to live up to her scandalous heritage.
With half of a crumbling treasure map that belonged
to her grandfather, the legendary pirate, in her
possession, the bold and beautiful lady is half-way to
a fortune. Unfortunately, the remainder of the map
belongs to Stephen Doubleday, Earl of Westman, her
family's sworn enemy—and Josie will do anything to
get her hands on it . . . even if it means seducing the
handsome rogue. And a passion beyond dreams
Utterly destitute, Stephen never dreamed a fairy tale
about pirate's treasure would turn out to be
true—bringing him a possible fortune and a
passionate lover. But will joining in this wild,
impetuous beauty's perilous undertaking be the
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biggest mistake of his life? Or will it lead Stephen and
Josie to a treasure far more precious than pirate
gold—a fiery and forever love?

Her Mother's Keeper
“Sorry, John Green fans, but McDaniel’s been making
us cry . . . for decades,” says Bustle.com. Now, in her
latest novel, as three high school seniors are in the
midst of planning their futures, they must face
present-day circumstances that force them to grasp
what it means to truly become an adult. Lani Kennedy
has dreamed of becoming a nurse since her cousin
Arie died of leukemia. Nothing will stop her from
getting into the local nursing program. Dawson Berke
hasn’t dealt with his mom’s death, and he’s angry at
his dad for forcing them to move right before his
senior year. Sloan Quentin knows that her band is her
ticket to fame and fortune. When she discovers that
her boyfriend—the band’s lead guitarist—is cheating
on her, she finds comfort—and revenge—in someone
else’s arms. As the lives of Lani, Dawson, and Sloan
become entangled in unexpected ways, reality hits
harder than anyone could have imagined, and lifealtering decisions are faced. “For fans of romance
tinged with tragedy . . . this latest offering will
resonate.” —SLJ From the Hardcover edition.

Methods in Endothelial Cell Biology
Nicolas has spent years gaining control over his tiger
in order to win his mate. And even with a few
missteps along the way, he’s managed to earn the
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love of his Evie. But when he takes his human mate to
meet his brother and the rest of the tiger clan he’s
been estranged from for years, things get
complicated. Evie is excited to meet Nicolas’s
family—even though she’s a little worried about being
around so many powerful shifters. But when the
leader of the weretigers, Nicolas’s brother, Erick,
orders Nicolas to go to Chicago to escort a leaderless
group of tigers back to Colorado, she begins to
wonder about her place with a man who isn’t a man
at all. But when they run into complications in
Chicago, they will have to rely on each other—and the
strength of their love—to get out alive.

Dragon Fever: A Dark Kings Novella
Endothelial cell biology has developed into a vibrant
discipline and has become a critical instrument to
study several disease processes on the cellular and
molecular level. It is now widely recognized that
dysfunctions of normal endothelial cell homeostasis
are involved in some of the most important human
diseases, including ischemic heart diseases,
hypertension, atherosclerosis, tumors, diabetes,
arthritis, and inflammation. Further, the increasing
importance and recognition of the field of vascular
biology in general requires in vitro and in vivo
techniques in order to address the complex questions.
Methods in Endothelial Cell Biology is a
comprehensive practical "how-to"-guide summarizing
the most relevant established techniques as well as a
number of new emerging techniques. Easy-to-follow
reliable protocols provide a useful lab bench resource
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for the experienced researcher and newcomer to the
field.

Mr. Either/or
In Her Mother’s Keeper, “America’s favorite writer”
(The New Yorker)—#1 bestselling phenomenon Nora
Roberts—tells the tale of a daughter determined to
protect her mom from a celebrity notorious for his
trysts, only to find herself falling under his spell. When
Gwen Lacrosse learns her mother has taken in the
famous novelist Luke Powers as a boarder, she
immediately catches a flight from New York to her
hometown just outside New Orleans. Convinced the
reputed womanizing author is going to break her
mother’s heart, Gwen wants him gone. But when Luke
turns his skills with words and seduction on Gwen, she
finds her will collapsing under the weight of her
growing desire.

Chasing My Cure
For eight hundred years Nicolas Montfaucon has
dedicated his life to preventing the rebirth of an
immortal evil. But now a terrible storm has assaulted
unsuspecting New Orleans—and the beast walks the
earth once more. "The Devourer" has been awakened,
and there is only one in the besieged city who can
help Nicolas defeat the foul creature—a mysterious
and beautiful enigma who haunts the handsome
Revenant's erotic waking dreams and enflames his
passionate obsessions. Chessa Tomas is not an
ordinary policewoman. A vampire, she works only at
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night, patrolling a seamy and unseen underworld of
roiling chaos. Though Nicolas is sensuality incarnate,
Chessa wants no part of him or his kind—but she
cannot close her eyes to the unholy malevolence that
would consume their world. And Nicolas has
uncovered the secret lust that rules her—a steaming,
uncontrollable desire he intends to unleash, bending
Chessa to his will by making her most forbidden
fantasies real.

Seduced By Darkness
A heart-pounding romantic thriller from New York
Times bestselling author SuzanneBrockmann,
previously published in 1995. Emily Marshall is
enjoying a pleasure cruise on the Gulf of Mexico when
she stumbles ona murder and a violent drugsmuggling ring. And the only person she can trust is
the manwho broke her heart so many years ago, Jim
Keegan. Jim had thought he was over Emily—until a
passionate encounter a beach house proved
himwrong. Now, he must face a group of deadly
criminals to save the woman he knows he stillloves.

The Reluctant Patient
Clare Elian has always known the risk of being
married to a rich, handsome younger man like Marc.
She just never thought sheâd be the one to bring the
danger home. But when she gives birth to two
gorgeous babiesâone of each, naturallyâshe discovers
motherhood isnât quite the cinch sheâd expected.
Desperate to escape back to her chic chain of
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boutique flower shops, she hires Jenna, a confident,
efficient nanny keen to escape a relationship that has
gone horribly wrong. Before long, a deadly rivalry
emerges for control of the nursery. And as events
spiral out of their control, both women find
themselves forced to make wrenching decisions about
love, loyalty, and motherhood.

Retail Supply Chain Management
When India Hartley is accused of murder, she must
uncover the deceptions of others to save herself.
India Hartley, a famous and beautiful actress, is now
alone after her father’s death and embarks upon a
tour of theaters across the South. Her first stop is
Savannah’s Southern Palace. On the eve of the
second night’s performance, something goes horribly
wrong. Her co-star, Arthur Sterling, is shot dead on
stage in front of a packed house, and India is arrested
and accused of the crime. A benefactor hires Philip
Sinclair, the best—and handsomest—lawyer in
Savannah to defend India. A widower, Philip is
struggling to reinvent his worn-out plantation on St.
Simons Island. He needs to increase his income from
his law practice in order to restore Indigo Point, and
hardly anything will bring him more new clients than
successfully defending a famous actress on a murder
charge. Because India can’t go anywhere in town
without being mobbed, Philip persuades the judge
handling her case to let him take her to Indigo Point
until her trial date. India is charmed by the beauty of
the Georgia lowcountry and is increasingly drawn to
Philip. But a locked room that appears to be a shrine
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to Philip’s dead wife and the unsolved disappearance
of a former slave girl raise troubling questions.
Piecing together clues in an abandoned boat and a
burned-out chapel, India discovers a trail of dark
secrets that lead back to Philip, secrets that
ultimately may hold the key to her freedom. If only he
will believe her.

Deeds of Darkness
Seraph must use all her skills as a Raven mage to
stop the force of destruction known as the Shadowed
in the second novel in this thrilling fantasy series.
Seraph is among the last of the Travelers, those who
strive to destroy the dark magic released by their
ancestors’ mistakes. Seraph tried to escape her
people’s duty and live a quiet life, until evil found
her…and her family. A cunning new force for darkness
called the Shadowed stalks the land, feeding on
death, destruction, and the sleeping Stalker’s power.
He plans to wake the Stalker, wreaking untold havoc,
but he needs those who bear the Travelers’ magic to
release the dark god…and he has his sights set on
Seraph and her family.

P. S. I Hate You
Watch the tangled mess a Kansas hairdresser gets
herself into when she reports to the funeral home that
the body she is to work on is not the same as in her
reference photo. Is she being punished when the
director accuses her of stealing a diamond ring? Will
Hilde Higgins's former boyfriend help her unravel the
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issue or only bring more trouble to her life?

Losing Gabriel: A Love Story
Limb Land offers a collection of short stories
connected by the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.
Presenting a heartfelt, emotional journey, one story
details the plight of Army Specialist Spencer, who,
while in the ICU of an Iraqi field hospital, requests to
see off his detached leg one final time. Hes told policy
would not allow him to bid this unusual farewell.
Groggy but coherent, he requests his detached leg
from another member of personnel, who
contemplates the soldiers request. Then theres the
story of MPO Dugan Taylor, born into wealth but
desiring to serve his country just as his father had in
Vietnam. After his face is disfigured by insurgent
gunfire, he comes home only to have his
temperamental and transient wife walk out on their
volatile marriage. A family struggles with a cancer
diagnosis; a documentary filmmaker perishes, but
leaves a legacy supported by the international film
industry. A lieutenant experiences an incredible
reunion; one he could not have dreamed possible
Limb Land presents heartfelt stories that evoke our
gratitude to all who have sacrificed for these wars.
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